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“Between declining consumers prices and increased out-of-
home drinking, the hot drinks market in RoI has seen its

value decline, while in NI increased consumer prices have
seen value sales increase slightly. Moving forward a key

challenge for hot drink brands will be creating the ‘barista’
experience at home.”

– Brian O’Connor, Senior Consumer Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

The main types of coffee included in this Report are:

• Standard instant (eg Nescafé, Kenco)
• Ground
• Instant cappuccino/latte/mocha
• Whole bean/micro-ground (eg Nescafé Azera, Kenco Millicano)
• Decaffeinated coffee
• Coffee pods/capsules (eg Nespresso, Dolce Gusto, Tassimo)
• Coffee beans
• Chilled ready to drink coffee (eg Starbucks Frappuccino).

The main types of tea included in this Report are:

• Standard black tea bags (eg Barry’s, Lyons, Tetley)
• Decaffeinated tea
• Loose leaf tea
• Speciality tea (eg Earl Grey, Lapsang Souchong)
• Herbal tea (including green tea, floral, and fruit infusions).

Standard black tea and instant coffee remain the top hot drinks used by Irish consumers at home.
However, increased concerns with ethics and the environment will see consumers more likely to
demand hot drinks sourced using environmentally friendly and ethical farming practises, and a
reduction in the use of plastic in packaging and tea bags.
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Standard black tea most used type of hot drink
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Figure 25: Types of teas used by consumers at home or in the workplace in the last month, NI and RoI, June 2018

Black tea sees stronger usage among NI C2DEF and RoI ABC1 consumers
Figure 26: Usage of standard black tea (eg Barry's Tea, Tetley) in the last month at home and at work, by social group, NI and RoI,
June 2018
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RoI, June 2018
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Tea for the mind, as well as the body
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Coffee mixes appeal more to younger consumers
Figure 34: Usage of coffee mixes (eg latte mix) in the last month at home and at work, by age group and work status, NI and RoI,
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Instant hot chocolate used by one in five
Figure 35: Types of other hot drinks used by consumers at home or in the workplace in the last month, NI and RoI, June 2018

High sugar sees instant hot chocolate usage declines with age
Figure 36: Usage of instant hot chocolate in the last month at home and at work, by age group, NI and RoI, June 2018

Figure 37: Ingredients in food and drink products consumers are concerned about, NI and RoI, June 2017

Plastic-free tea a key desire among Irish consumers
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Figure 38: Hot drinks innovations consumers would be interested in trying, NI and RoI, June 2018

Plastic-free tea bags more important to women and affluent consumers
Figure 39: Consumers who would be interested in trying plastic-free tea bags, by gender and social group, NI and RoI, June 2018

Consumers want to protect the environment at source too

A third want tea with relaxing properties
Figure 40: Consumers who would be interested in trying tea with added relaxing properties, by gender, NI and RoI, June 2018

Extra dark drinking chocolate offers intense experience
Figure 41: Consumers who would be interested in trying dark hot chocolate (ie 97% dark chocolate), by age group, NI and RoI, June
2018
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Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
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